CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE
B.G.E.

LITERACY/HEALTH AND WELL BEING Unit

S3 English Online Work
Hello

S3, work through the tasks in
this powerpoint and send any
completed work to me at
Haley.1.Russell@whec.edin.sch.uk

Unit Outcomes  In

this Unit you will complete the
following tasks  A close reading paper, based on a News
Article
 A Listening/Notetaking Task
 A Poster Task
 Personal/Reflective writing

INTRODUCTION –
What do you know?



TASK: SEE, THINK,
WONDER?



Who is the man in the
picture? What do you see?



What do you already know
about him?



What does the photo make
you think about/ wonder?



How does it make you
feel?

TASK 1 - LISTENING AND NOTE-TAKING
ACTIVITIES


Sadly, CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE, died recently aged 100
years, having sadly contracted Covid and Pneumonia.

TASK


Listen to the following clips and programmes, about
Captain Sir Tom Moore.



You should take some notes as you listen, as this will
help you with one of the WRITING TASKS, which You will
then complete, independently.

CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE – the man, his
story and his views


WATCH THE FOLLOWING CLIPS TO GAIN A REAL BACKGROUND
ABOUT CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE -



https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/captain-tom-death-covid-ageb1795833.html



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtYrQZuOfI8



https://www.facebook.com/bbcbreakfast/videos/captain-sir-tom-moore-speaks-in-hisfirst-live-interview-since-receiving-his-kni/3111121168942549/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhdWmkgVMfk



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJKO09ctwcc

TASK 2 – WRITING - ACTIVITY A


TASK



INFORMATION REPORT



Design an INFORMATION LEAFLET, or a REPORT, giving key information about CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE.



Use the following areas to help you plan –



WHO HE WAS?



WHERE DID HE LIVE? WHERE WAS HE BORN AND BROUGHT UP?



WHAT WAS HIS SCHOOLING/EARLY YEARS LIKE?



WHAT WAS HIS OWN FAMILY LIFE/ BACKGROUND?



WHEN WAS HE MARRIED? WHAT WAS HIS WIFE CALLED?



HOW MANY CHILDREN DID HE HAVE?



WHAT WAS HIS CAREER(S) AND WHICH COUNTRIES DID HE VISIT/ TRAVEL TO?



WHY AND WHEN DID HE BECOME SO WELL-KNOWN?



WHY IS HE REGARDED AS BEING INSPIRATIONAL AND MOTIVATIONAL? NOTE AT LEAST 2 REASONS.



NOTE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS, WHICH YOU FEEL ARE RELEVANT TO DETAIL.

TASK 2 – WRITING - ACTIVITY B –
PERSONAL/REFLECTIVE ESSAY
TASK
 Write a Personal Essay on ONE of the following tasks.
 Write about a time when you had to show
determination and courage. Remember to include your
thoughts and feelings
 OR
 Write about a time when others had to rely on you.
Remember to include your thoughts and feelings


WRITING - ACTIVITY B - PERSONAL
ESSAY - Planning Prompt Questions
What happened?
 Who was involved?
 Where did the episode/ event or incident take place?
 When did it happen?
 How did it make you feel – during, afterwards and
now?
 Reflection - Did you learn anything about yourself or
about others, or about life in general?


TASK 3 – TALKING - ACTIVITY A


TASK: Talk to someone in your home, or to a friend.



THINKING POINTS



Outline/Discuss 4 things which you believe Sir Tom has taught us, as human
beings.



What coping strategies did he show us we could or can develop?



How do you think each of the coping strategies will or could help us or human
beings in life, or to cope at present?



For example – if you think he taught you to apply determination in life when it
becomes hard, write a few sentences about this skill and how it can help you or
others. If you face a problem in your Maths Homework, you should try and
persevere and battle through the problem. Taking it over with a friend or family
member could help you to understand it as could more attempts at applying this
skill. Overall, applying such determination means, in wider life, you may not give
up so easily, when faced with your own, larger problems or dilemmas.

Extension Task – A4 Poster Task


A Motto to Live by …



To conclude -



Captain Sir Tom Moore is and will be well-known for
his inspirational and motivational ways.



He was courageous, determined and brave.



He was resilient and displayed a ‘growth mind-set’
and ‘can-do-anything-if-you-put-your-mind-to-it’
attitude.



He was kind and caring.

Extension Task – Motto for Life

THINKING TASK – In the above bulleted list, which words
are positive?
 Which personality attributes and skills are good ones to
display?
 Why do you feel each one is a good example to set to
others?


What does this quote
suggest?
What makes it
inspirational or
encouraging?
What deeper life
meanings could be
taken from it?

What does these quotes suggest? How
are they positive?

Extension Task – Poster -‘My Motto for
Life’ 

TASK



Create a Phrase (no more than 4-10 words) which
you feel could help others to:



Remain positive when days are dreary and dark,



Be encouraged and feel supported,



Overcome their difficulties and challenges



Remain optimistic, about life



Find hope in a new day.

